tStamp
Why was tStamp Created?

1. Rampant False Reporting in Crypto
   - Fake Pictures, Fake 2FA, and Fake Profiles
2. 90% of Crypto Projects are Scams
3. $273M of the $6B Daily Trading Volume is Fake
   - Fake Financial Statement
   - Pay-to-Play Media is meaningless
Why was tStamp Created?

Global blockchain market is expected to reach $20 billion by 2024

1. It won't grow that high with a snake oil salesmen mentality.
2. Industry needs a real way to verify accurate information.

tStamp is a label that seeks to bring blockchain back to its roots

1. The industry has a whole has become overtly centralized and inaccurate.
2. Committed to transparency for marketing, statistics, and finances.
Who does tStamp Service?

**ICOs, IEOs, STOs, other token offerings, & blockchain startups**

1. Projects looking to gain an added layer of validity.
2. Projects that want their community to know their legitimate.
3. Projects desiring verification to qualify themselves to their investors.

**News organizations committed to providing objective, neutral news**

1. We understand some organizations will disagree with our standards.
2. Real reporting requires real transparency.
What is the **Cost of tStamp?**

Costs associated with tStamp:

- **5 ETH for a news website**
- **10 ETH for startup ICOs, STOs, IEOs, and other blockchain/token projects**
- **15 ETH for Veteran blockchain and token projects**